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13 Things You Can Do with MacOS Sierra You Couldn't Before by
David Nield
MacOS Sierra is here and available for everyone —well, at least anyone who owns a Mac made in
the last six years. If you’re wondering what’s new in Apple’s latest software update, and want to
head straight to the fresh goodies after you download it, we’ve rounded up nearly everything new
you can do in one handy list. Here are 13 things you can do with macOS Sierra that you couldn’t
do before.
http://fieldguide.gizmodo.com/13-things-you-can-do-with-macos-sierra-you-couldntbefo-1787059614

5 Incredibly Useful Mac Keyboard Shortcuts You Didn’t Know by
Jonathan Lee
Mac users may already know that Command+C is the shortcut for copying and Command+V
allows you to paste, but there are a host of other keyboard shortcuts that you perhaps didn’t know
you needed, until now.
Here’s a roundup of five helpful Mac keyboard shortcuts that we’ve compiled for your
convenience:
https://www.idropnews.com/2016/10/10/5-incredibly-useful-mac-keyboard-shortcuts-you-didntknow/

iOS 10!
8 Easy wayt to guard your privacy on your iPhone
Phone security isn't the most rock-and-roll topic to ponder, but with nefarious types getting more
and more devious, it's something worth putting a bit of thought into.
We've got a checklist of eight easy ways you can increase your iPhone's security. While deploying
every single option might be overkill, you can pick and choose a combo of options that suit you.
https://www.yahoo.com/tech/8-easy-ways-guard-privacy-122200304.html

Print to PDF Trick in iOSX
Confusing 2 Step process... that can produce less than expected results.
http://www.macworld.com/article/3123006/ios/print-an-email-to-pdf-in-ios-10-in-just-two-confusingsteps.html
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Master resource for features, tips and guides by Sharon Profis of
CNet
OS 10 is here. Even though it looks just like iOS 9, a lot -- and we mean a lot -- of features are
radically different. Messages is a lot more like Facebook Messenger, the lock screen packs a lot
more info, and you can finally delete Apple's default apps.
https://www.cnet.com/how-to/ios-10-changes-tips-tricks-guides/

5 secret codes that unlock hidden iPhone features, from call
blocking to signal boostingIt's time you got to know your iPhone
properly by Luke Johnson of Digital Spy
Thought you knew everything about your iPhone? Even that shiny new iPhone 7 you just snapped
up? Think again: beyond the world of camera shortcuts and battery-boosting features are a
number of secret codes that unlock hidden iPhone features.
Excited? You should be. Although these secret iPhone features aren't going to revolutionise how
you use your high-end handset, they will improve your iPhone experience. So, what exactly do
these secret codes hide? Well there's this lot for a start.
http://www.digitalspy.com/tech/smartphones/feature/a799469/5-secret-codes-that-unlock-hiddeniphone-features-from-call-blocking-to-signal-boosting/

10 Things iOS 10 Still Needs by Scott Kleinberg
It’s always fun when Apple updates its software. We usually first hear about the updates on the
gossip websites and then get the full scoop from Apple at WWDC. There are always a lot of new
features, and some — but rarely all — are very noteworthy and exciting.
There’s usually a gap of several months from when we’re enticed, to the moment when we
actually get to see it on our devices. During that gap, things get interesting. Apple releases
developer beta and public beta versions of the software; developer beta for people actually
programming for the new OS, and public beta for the people who truly can’t wait and are willing to
risk a complete system meltdown just for the chance to try it early.
Each time a new version is released, people search deep in the code to find changes and
references to features not yet announced or even new hardware. It’s a treasure trove of sorts, and
it’s here where we get some of the juiciest rumors.
iOS 10 is no different. We heard about how great it would be and salivated for months. Something
about going from 9 to 10 makes us believe we’re in for something extra special, as anyone who
remembers the early days of OS X will tell you. And now that it’s here, it’s great. Extra special in
many ways, but it could certainly be better.
So let’s take a look at 10 things iOS 10 still needs, in no particular order.
https://www.idropnews.com/2016/09/20/10-things-ios-10-still-needs/

New iPhones!
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